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Birds of Stone 2016-11-01 captivating photographs of the world s most detailed bird fossils illuminate the early diversity of avifauna
when fossils of birds from china s jehol region first appeared in scientific circles the world took notice these mesozoic masterpieces are
between 120 and 131 million years old and reveal incredible details that capture the diversity of ancient bird life paleontologists all over
the world began to collaborate with chinese colleagues as new and wondrous fossil related discoveries became regular events the pages
of national geographic and major scientific journals described the intricate views of feathers as well as food still visible in the guts of these
ancient birds now for the first time a sweeping collection of the most interesting of jehol s avian fossils is on display in this beautiful book
birds of stone makes visible the unexpected avian diversity that blanketed the earth just a short time geologically speaking after a
dinosaur lineage gave rise to the first birds our visual journey through these fossils is guided by luis m chiappe a world expert on early
birds and meng qingjin a leading figure in china s natural history museum community together they help us understand the meaning of
each fossil by providing straightforward narratives that accompany the full page photographs of the jehol discoveries anyone interested in
the history of life from paleontologists to inquisitive birders will find birds of stone an irresistible feast for the eyes and mind
The Stone Series 2018-12 when forbidden desire becomes something deeper the past is exposed and the betrayal is more than
expected krystina i m flawed and damaged my capacity for love is limited and i m the only one who can repair the pieces of my shattered
heart but that was before meeting alexander stone now he is everywhere i turn in my mind in my heart and in my soul i can t deny him he
s the glue holding my soul together he s my addiction and i m unable to stay away but committing to love alexander is only the beginning
when he s blackmailed about a secret he s kept since childhood everything we fought to overcome is threatened it rocks the fragile
foundation on which our relationship is built trust alexander i have rules krystina breaks them she s strong determined devastatingly
beautiful and stubborn as hell her quick wit and firecracker attitude is the complete opposite of what i want in a woman but i still want to
claim her tame her and make her mine i can t get her out of my mind however being with someone like her is a risk i have too many
secrets surrendering the truth about my father s murder would be devastating not only to the empire that i worked so hard to build but to
my very identity follow the journey of alexander stone and krystina cole in the stone series a heart wrenching and seductively steamy
three book series
House of Stone 2018-06-07 winner of the edward stanford prize for fiction with a sense of place 2019 shortlisted for the dylan thomas
prize 2019 shortlisted for the orwell prize 2019 longlisted for the rathbones folio prize 2019 extraordinary guardian bukhosi has gone
missing his father abed and his mother agnes cling to the hope that he has run away rather than been murdered by government thugs
only the lodger seems to have any idea zamani has lived in the spare room for years now quiet polite well read and well heeled he s
almost part of the family but almost isn t quite good enough for zamani cajoling coaxing and coercing abed and agnes into revealing their
sometimes tender often brutal life stories zamani aims to steep himself in borrowed family history so that he can fully inherit and inhabit
its uncertain future
Circles of Stone 1998-12 evoking the narrative sweep of the clan of the cave bear and the spiritual resonance of the celestine prophecy
lambert creates an extraordinary debut novel of prehistoric life the story of three wise women each called zena yet born thousands of
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generations apart who live by the ways of love and compassion and explore the evolution of the human body mind and soul
House of Stone 2012-05-03 in spring 2011 anthony shadid was one of four new york times reporters captured in libya cuffed and beaten
as that country was seized by revolution when he was freed he went home not to boston or beirut where he lived or to oklahoma city
where his lebanese american family had settled instead he returned to his great grandfather s estate in lebanon a house that over three
years earlier shadid had begun to rebuild house of stone is the story of a battle scarred home and a war correspondent s jostled spirit and
of how reconstructing the one came to fortify the other shadid creates a mosaic of past and present tracing the house s renewal alongside
his family s flight from lebanon and resettlement in america he memorializes a lost world and provides profound insights into this volatile
landscape house of stone is an unforgettable meditation on war exile rebirth and the universal yearning for home
Letters of Stone 2016-02-03 as a young boy growing up in port elizabeth in the 1960s and 1970s steven robins was haunted by an old
postcard size photograph of three unknown women on a table in the dining room only later did he learn that the women were his father s
mother and sisters photographed in berlin in 1937 before they were killed in the holocaust steven s father who had fled nazi germany
before it was too late never spoke about the fate of his family who remained there steven became obsessed with finding out what
happened to the women but had little to go on in time he stumbled on official facts in museums in washington dc and berlin and later he
discovered over a hundred letters sent to his father and uncle from the family in berlin between 1936 and 1943 the women who before
had been unnamed faces in a photograph could now tell their story to future generations letters of stone tracks steven s journey of
discovery about the lives and fates of the robinski family it is also a book about geographical journeys to the karoo town of williston where
his father s uncle settled in the late nineteenth century and became mayor to berlin where steven laid stumbling stones stolpersteine in
commemoration of his relatives to auschwitz where his father s siblings perished most of all this book is a poignant reconstruction of a
family trapped in an increasingly terrifying and deadly nazi state and of the immense pressure on steven s father in faraway south africa
which forced him to retreat into silence
Culture of Stone 1999 in this unique study hampton describes the complete cultural inventory of both secular and sacred stones ranging
from utilitarian stone tools and profane symbolic stones to symbolic spirit stones power stones with multiple functions and medicinal
power stone tools
Heart of Stone 2015-12-27 it s complex it s dirty and i relished every single detail not your moms romance blog fans of fifty shades and
crossfire will devour this series after fifty shades book blog bound by need entwined in secrets krystina i had dreams and aspirations none
of which included a man by my side been there done that then i forgot my cellphone and all of my carefully laid plans went to hell he wasn
t supposed to be there when i fell i wasn t supposed to get lost in a sea of sapphire blue when he helped me up and he wasn t supposed to
be alexander stone the new york billionaire real estate tycoon i saw the dark promises in his eyes when he looked at me but the shadows
of my past haunted me making me afraid to explore the possibilities i could never before have imagined alexander i was used to getting
what i wanted i understood the value of finesse and patience to achieve the desired result but a chance run in with krystina cole quickly
turned my world upside down she was strong determined devastatingly beautiful and stubborn as hell her quick wit and firecracker
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attitude was the complete opposite of what i wanted in a woman but i still wanted to claim her tame her make her mine and i always get
what i want heart of stone is the first book in krystina alexander s epic love story it s the beginning of the steamy and unforgettable series
by amazon top 100 bestselling author dakota willink topics contemporary romance dangerous romance enemies to lovers romance steamy
romance love story billionaire ceo sexy family drama love mystery suspense damaged hero secrets kissing books emotional journey
contemporary romance series long series long romance series sassy strong heroine captivating romance hot romance forbidden love
sparks spanking swoon kidnapping dominant submissive readers of dakota willink s books also enjoyed books by sylvia day shayla black e
l james lara adrian tl swan helen hardt meredith wild k bromberg j kenner jodi ellen malpas ana huang lauren asher skye warren aleatha
romig
Biodeterioration of Stone Surfaces 2012-11-02 this is a timely volume in view of the considerable interest currently shown in the
preservation of our cultural heritage and the extensive and growing literature on the subject unfortunately the latter is to be found in a
wide variety of published sources some aimed at a very specific readership and therefore not all that accessible to those who need this
resource the present volume draws together a spectrum of biodeterioration work from across the world to provide an overview of the
materials examined and the methodologies employed to elucidate the nature of the problems as well as an extensive and current
bibliographical resource on lichen biodeterioration biodeterioration of historical and culturally important stone substrata is a complex
problem to be addressed easy risk free solutions are simply not available to be dealt with by other than a wide range of expertise
successful resolution of this issue will inevitably require a multidisciplinary effort where biologists work in close cooperation with ecologists
geologists geochemists crystallographers cultural property conservators archaeologists anthropologists and historians in order to
recommend the most effective management scheme the advantage of this approach is obvious multidisciplinary management teams with
good leadership can ask more appropriate questions while developing much more thoughtful and informed decisions
The Materiality of Stone 2020-06-03 with wayne bennett from the silky wax qualities of the surfaces of some quartz menhirs to the wood
grain textures of others to the golden honeycombed limestones of malta to the icy frozen waves of the cambrian sandstone of south east
sweden this book investigates the sensuous material qualities of stone tactile sensations sonorous qualities colour and visual impressions
are all shown to play a vital part in our understanding of the power and significance of prehistoric monuments in relation to their
landscapes in the materiality of stone christopher tilley presents a radically new way of analyzing the significance of both cultural and
natural stone in prehistoric european landscapes tilley s groundbreaking approach is to interpret human experience in a multidimensional
and sensuous human way rather than through an abstract analytical gaze the studies range widely from the menhirs of prehistoric brittany
to maltese neolithic temples to bronze age rock carvings and cairns in southern sweden tilley leaves no stone unturned as he also
considers how the internal spaces and landscape settings are interpreted in relation to artifacts substances and related places that were
deeply meaningful to the people who inhabited them and remain no less evocative today in its innovative approach to understanding
human experience through the tangible rocks and stone of our past the materiality of stone is both a major theoretical and substantive
contribution to the field of material culture studies and the study of european prehistory
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A Year of Stone Painting 2019-02-13 crafters can relish a new project every week with this full color guide offering a wealth of inspirational
and meditative themes the book presents 52 weekly words relax tranquil spirit dream believe accompanied by radiant mandala designs
A Treatise on the Blasting and Quarrying of Stone 2024-01-12 reprint of the original first published in 1874
Myth of the Stone 2016-12-05 selected by the national university of singapore faculty of arts social sciences as one of 85 landmark
books a curious young boy opens a door and is thrust into the architrave a fantastical fractured world upheld by four columns arriving as
the great gateway war draws to a start li hsu must fight bravely alongside a host of strange creatures in order to find his way back home
gwee li sui s myth of the stone first published in 1993 is an endearing tale of one unlikely hero s journey through an unfamiliar landscape
epigram books presents a 20th anniversary edition of singapore s first full length graphic novel in english with improved art and bonus
features including notes from the author and new short stories that further explore the magical world of the architrave
The Soul of Stone: Book I of the Cant'un Trilogy 2023-09-08 this is the legend of the love of king vonter of cant un who is about to marry
samjya a farmer s daughter unbeknown to him two sorcerers battle each other to a supposed death and the victorious profoundly evil
fragir starts to move his ever growing forces against the peaceful citizens in king vonter s land the wedding gets cancelled as he has to
ride out to protect his people meanwhile the queen to be isolated in the castle under attack embarks on an unsettling path of self
discovery and a talking squirrel risks everything in order to help mortals with fate defying consequences this is book i of the cant un trilogy
An Introduction to Maintenance of Stone Masonry and Rubble Waterfront Structures 2021-03-13 introductory technical
guidance for civil engineers marine engineers and construction managers interested in waterfront structures here is what is discussed 1
stone masonry structures 2 rubble mound structures 3 structures involving soil 4 steel components protection
The Isle of Stone 2005 with vivid prose and unswerving attention to historical detail the author of empire of ashes spins a tale of two
brothers who rise through spartan society and meet their fate surrounded by the athenian navy on the barren island of sphacteria original
Royal Umbrellas of Stone: Memory, Politics, and Public Identity in Rajput Funerary Art 2015-08-25 in royal umbrellas of stone
memory politics and public identity in rajput funerary art melia belli bose provides a detailed analysis of rajput cenotaphs known as chatrīs
lit umbrellas
Needles of Stone 2008 this book takes the reader on an extraordinary journey using his skills as a dowser the author explores the realm of
earth mysteries megaliths ley lines barrows beacon hills and other ancient features and puts forward some startling but nonetheless highly
plausible ideas he reveals a view of our world that links past and present a world that hints at a magical technology linking people and
place a world whose energies could perhaps have been harnessed in the past to improve the quality of life it is also a plea for us to
rediscover the profound connection with place that our ancestors knew and to begin to heal a relationship with land that has been badly
ravaged by the values and assumptions of the modem world needles of stone has long and rightly been considered a classic with the
addition of new chapters this 30th anniversary edition allows the author to bring the work up to date and gives him an opportunity to
reflect on what has happened since the book was first written
The Gift of Stones 2008-09-04 the intense story of the pre historical moment when stone yielded to bronze crace is a virtuoso frank
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kermode new york times a coastal community live prosperously crafting fine stone tools but their proud insularity is breached by raiders
and in the violence a boy loses his arm useless as a knapper he finds a role as the village storyteller roaming far and returning home with
fantastically embellished tales when the arrival of a new metal threatens all their livelihoods his fearless imagination becomes a lifesaving
gift his style is as simple as it is beautiful crace reveals the dignity in human labour and the power of the passing of time herald a
deceptively simple book that explores profound ideas with a rare delicacy of touch los angeles times bewitching brings a lost world to life
and imbues it with a sense of wonder sunday times
A Cry of Stone 2009-09-03 in this fifth novel in his series children of the last days michael o brien explores the true meaning of poverty of
spirit loosely based on the real lives of a number of native north americans a cry of stone is the fictional account of the life of a native
artist rose wgbos abandoned as an infant rose is raised by her grandmother oldmary wgbos in the remotest regions of the northern ontario
wilderness the story covers a period from 1940 to 1973 chronicling rose s growth to womanhood her discovery of art her moving out into
the world of cities and sophisticated cultural circles above all it is the story of a soul who is granted little of human strengths and resources
yet who strives to love in all circumstances as she searches for the ultimate meaning of her life she changes the lives of many people
whom she meets along the way o brien takes the reader deep into the heart of a small person there he uncovers the beauty and struggles
of a soul who wants only to create to help others to see what she sees the story also explores the complex lies and false images the
ambitions and posturing that dominate much of contemporary culture and shows how these have contributed to a loss of our
understanding of the sacredness of each human life once again michael o brien beautifully demonstrates that no matter how insignificant
a person may be in the world s eyes marvels and mysteries are to be found in everyone his central character rose is among the despised
and rejected of the earth yet her life bears witness to the greatness in man and to his eternal destiny
The Heart of Stone 2017-01-01 merciless murderer monster he has been called many names in his time built for war and nothing else
he has witnessed every shade of violence humans know and he has wrought his own masterpieces with their colours he cared once
perhaps but far too long ago he is bound to his task dead to the chaos he wreaks for his masters now he has a new master to serve and a
new war to endure in the far reaches of the realm hartlund tears itself in two over coin and crown this time he will fight for a boy king and
a general bent on victory beneath it all he longs for change for something to surprise him for an end to this cycle of warfare every fighter
has a last fight even one made of stone
Cultures of Stone 2020-07-14 this volume establishes a rich cross disciplinary dialogue about the significance of stone in society across
time and space the material properties of stone have ensured its continuing importance however it is its materiality which has mediated
the relations between the individual society and stone bound up with the physical properties of stone are ideas on identity value and
understanding stone can act as a medium through which these concepts are expressed and is tied to ideas such as monumentality and
remembrance its enduring character creating a link through generations to both people and place this volume brings together a collection
of seventeen papers which draw on a range of diverse disciplines and approaches including archaeology anthropology classics design and
engineering fine arts geography history linguistics philosophy psychology and sciences
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Age of Stone 2021-04-24 in all the games matt has played dungeons are places to raid places you dream of conquering but when the
world is stripped of electricity and the first mana twisted beasts start to prowl the games all come to an end matt s just an ordinary guy
but when he s beaten robbed and left for dead bleeding out at the bottom of a gully it all has to change as he grasps frantically at his only
chance for survival coming as it does in the form of a glowing dangerously pulsing light with his reality forever altered matt must quickly
find a suitable place to deploy the dungeon core fighting his way through the hundreds of people between him and safety because if he
doesn t do it soon a core detonation will solve all of his problems for him permanently
Dreams of Stone 1989 in gayle friesen s powerful novel 15 year old ben can t make sense of his life he lives in a house full of women yet
he can t talk to girls he tries to be a jock but can t even make the co ed volleyball team and ridicule from the guys has driven ben to give
up the one thing at which he truly excels dance now he s being bullied by a thug named claude who s found out about ben s ballet classes
ben feels his anger and frustration grow with each passing day then great aunt frieda comes to visit and ben learns about the old woman s
life in russia he s surprised at how frieda dealt with the men of stone stalin s agents who terrorized her community and family as frieda
tells her powerful story ben begins to understand who he is and what kind of person he wants to be but first he must get past the rage that
has taken control of his life
Men of Stone 2000 why are some rocks simply tossed out of the way while others regardless of their size are held as sacred mysterious
and imbued with power humans since the dawn of civilization have used stone to represent the holy both by fashioning sacred symbols for
themselves and by granting recognition to certain sites occurring naturally varner shares his love of nature lore oral traditions folklore and
ancient religious structures that are still so abundant in the world and offers insights on the history and the technology of these artifacts
while touching on the importance of preserving a sense of reverence in today s world this study examines the universal appeal of sites
from the dome of the rock and stonehenge to sites sacred to the inuit and the cherokees from the middle east to the american midwest
and the english midlands philosopher historian mircea eliade wrote a rock reveals itself to be sacred because its very existence is a
hierophany incompressible invulnerable it is that which man is not it resists time its reality is coupled with perenniality the properties of
stone were recognized as unique early in humankind s rise to civilization even when cultures were transitioning their technologies from
stone to metal it was stone that was used for ritual and other important acts early 20th century egyptologist wallis budge wrote in a tomb
of the vith dynasty at sakkrah when the egyptians had a good knowledge of working in metals we see in a painting on the wall the act of
circumcision being performed on a youth by an operator who uses a flint knife little do the keepers of worry stones today realize that they
are practicing one of the ancient traditions of transferring their problems to an inanimate object this volume looks at customs and
traditions from around the world from the curious to the profound related to stones large and small from prehistory to today
Menhirs, Dolmen, and Circles of Stone 2004 with wayne bennett from the silky wax qualities of the surfaces of some quartz menhirs to the
wood grain textures of others to the golden honeycombed limestones of malta to the icy frozen waves of the cambrian sandstone of south
east sweden this book investigates the sensuous material qualities of stone tactile sensations sonorous qualities colour and visual
impressions are all shown to play a vital part in our understanding of the power and significance of prehistoric monuments in relation to
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their landscapes in the materiality of stone christopher tilley presents a radically new way of analyzing the significance of both cultural and
natural stone in prehistoric european landscapes tilley s groundbreaking approach is to interpret human experience in a multidimensional
and sensuous human way rather than through an abstract analytical gaze the studies range widely from the menhirs of prehistoric brittany
to maltese neolithic temples to bronze age rock carvings and cairns in southern sweden tilley leaves no stone unturned as he also
considers how the internal spaces and landscape settings are interpreted in relation to artifacts substances and related places that were
deeply meaningful to the people who inhabited them and remain no less evocative today in its innovative approach to understanding
human experience through the tangible rocks and stone of our past the materiality of stone is both a major theoretical and substantive
contribution to the field of material culture studies and the study of european prehistory
A Song of Stone 1998 this volume establishes a rich cross disciplinary dialogue about the significance of stone in society across time and
space the material properties of stone have ensured its continuing importance however it is its materiality which has mediated the
relations between the individual society and stone bound up with the physical properties of stone are ideas on identity value and
understanding stone can act as a medium through which these concepts are expressed and is tied to ideas such as monumentality and
remembrance its enduring character creating a link through generations to both people and place this volume brings together a collection
of seventeen papers which draw on a range of diverse disciplines and approaches including archaeology anthropology classics design and
engineering fine arts geography history linguistics philosophy psychology and sciences
The Materiality of Stone 2020-06-03 stone barrington is faced with the biggest challenge of his life as stuart woods s 1 new york times
bestselling series continues after an eventful trip to bel air and a reunion with his sophisticated and very wealthy former love arrington
calder confirmed bachelor stone barrington is looking to stay in new york and cash in on his partnership at woodman weld not only is he a
rainmaker of one of the riches white shoe law firms in town he s back in his element manhattan after all is his home and no one is better
than stone at navigating both its shadowy underworlds and its chic society but arrington has other plans for stone and his life is about to
take a turn he never imagined
Cultures of Stone 2020-07-14 every stone has a story the echo of a memory a walk in the wilderness a time and a place lived and loved
this book is about these stones every stone has its own unique story and everybody needs a story stone and a book to collect it in mark
greenwood has collected stones of all shapes and sizes since he was a kid and now he wants to share his passion in a book unlike all other
other rock and mineral books that explains the special connection that can be enjoyed when one pays attention to the stones that are all
around us and can mean so much if we take the time to appreciate them together mark and illustrator coral tulloch have created a book
that allows them to share the theme of geological wonder solitude special memories and places through stone
Son of Stone 2011-09-20 of all prehistoric monuments few are more emotive than the great stone circles that were built throughout britain
and ireland from the tall elegant pointed monoliths of the stones of stenness to the grandeur of stonehenge and the sarsen blocks at
avebury circles of stone exert a magnetic fascination to those who venture into their sphere in britain today more people visit these
structures than any other form of prehistoric monument and visitors stand in awe at their scale and question how and why they were
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erected building the great stone circles of the north looks at the enigmatic stone structures of scotland and investigates the background of
their construction and their cultural significance
Stone 1894 now a netflix limited series from producer and director shawn levy stranger things starring mark ruffalo hugh laurie and
newcomer aria mia loberti winner of the pulitzer prize and national book award finalist the beloved instant new york times bestseller and
new york times book review top 10 book about a blind french girl and a german boy whose paths collide in occupied france as both try to
survive the devastation of world war ii marie laure lives with her father in paris near the museum of natural history where he works as the
master of its thousands of locks when she is six marie laure goes blind and her father builds a perfect miniature of their neighborhood so
she can memorize it by touch and navigate her way home when she is twelve the nazis occupy paris and father and daughter flee to the
walled citadel of saint malo where marie laure s reclusive great uncle lives in a tall house by the sea with them they carry what might be
the museum s most valuable and dangerous jewel in a mining town in germany the orphan werner grows up with his younger sister
enchanted by a crude radio they find werner becomes an expert at building and fixing these crucial new instruments a talent that wins him
a place at a brutal academy for hitler youth then a special assignment to track the resistance more and more aware of the human cost of
his intelligence werner travels through the heart of the war and finally into saint malo where his story and marie laure s converge doerr s
stunning sense of physical detail and gorgeous metaphors san francisco chronicle are dazzling deftly interweaving the lives of marie laure
and werner he illuminates the ways against all odds people try to be good to one another ten years in the writing all the light we cannot
see is a magnificent deeply moving novel from a writer whose sentences never fail to thrill los angeles times
The Book of Stone 2019-11 the book of stone examines the evolution of the terrorist mentality and the complexities of religious extremism
as well as how easily a vulnerable mind can be exploited for dark purposes matthew stone has inherited a troubling legacy a gangster
grandfather and a distant father who is also a disgraced judge after his father s death matthew is a young man alone he turns to his father
s beloved books for comfort perceiving within them guidance that leads him to connect with a group of religious extremists as matthew
immerses himself in this unfamiliar world the fbi seeks his assistance to foil the group s violent plot caught between these powerful forces
haunted by losses past and present and desperate for redemption matthew charts a course of increasing peril for himself and for everyone
around him lyrical and incendiary the book of stone is a masterfully crafted novel that reveals the ambiguities of good and evil
Building the Great Stone Circles of the North 2013-11-30 mark spragg s first novel is the story of the lifelong friendship between two
wyoming ranchers mceban and bennett and their love for the same woman gretchen simpson gretchen is bennett s wife but as the novel
opens she has just spent the night with mceban she leaves them both for a new life but the two men follow her on a journey across the
american west though wyoming montana and idaho testing the limits of their friendship and love
All the Light We Cannot See 2014-05-06 village of stone brilliantly evokes the harshness of life on the typhoon battered coast of china
where fishermen are often lost to violent seas and children regularly swept away it is the beautiful haunting story of one little girl s
struggle to endure silence solitude and the shame of sexual abuse but it is also an incisive portrait of china s new urban youth who have
hidden behind their modern lifestyle all the poverty and cruelty of their past
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The Book of Stone 2015-05-12 more information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from penguin usa
The Fruit of Stone 2010-03-09 emma simms moves past a troubling childhood in small town clare michigan to become a successful
writer after being abandoned by her father and losing her mother to drugs emma raises her younger sister kate and maintains her
emotional and mental equilibrium by keeping the friendly residents of clare at a safe distance in fact in all her relationships emma plays it
cool choosing to break up with boyfriends before things get too serious and keeping only one close true friend she s been hurt before and
isn t willing to get hurt again so she keeps her heart under lock and key and refuses to let anyone in too deep this strategy works well
enough until a mysterious man comes to town and emma s life and the lives of the people she cares about begin to unravel forcing her to
confront painful questions about love and loss a suspenseful fast paced psychological thriller pieces of stone is about the desire to belong
family ties and the fears and needs that plague us all
Disquisition of the Stone and Gravel, the Nature of Their Formation in the Human Body Clearly Explained, with Diagnostics for
Distinguishing Those from Other Diseases of the Kidnies, Bladder ... 1805
Village Of Stone 2012-01-31
The Isle of Stone 2005-12-06
Pieces of Stone 2015-12-05
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